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Chapter 1: Just the Name of the Game

Finally darkness falls as the dawn of the new day fortastes.
Gray cloudy nights heh...makes me feel all warm inside.
Just consuming every moment knowing that in my heart
...its just an interlude to a new sorrow thats why god listens
to me when I ask for a happy moment. Theres very seldomn
in this town. Heh i feels like I go in a shock to forsee even a glipse
of a smirk. Or is that just a sucseedment of a murder someone
just committed a new death by the hands of a hatred consumed
soul. It's hard not to become one of them, since your surrounded
by killing all your life. Its hell here...thats why I have to give them it.
My name is Takion a intermediate samurai in the town. Each day
its a struggle to survive. So far i've only got a few slashes,brusies...breaks.
Heh...Its all good. When I was at my real home I was trained under
one of the greatest Samurai ever. Miss. Mikoundai. Its been 8 years
since I was ranked intermediate. Ever since I've been self-perserved
within my own methods. Every day someone wants to challenge me
too quench there thirst..forturenetly thus no prevail. This town...its
just not right...I don't see how people can live this way...I don't remember
this being this way in the past. Mabye its the struggle to obtain a will
to survive to make everyone go haywire....well for me...I just consist
of everyone elses flow in life. I'm a watcher I don't really pay attention to myself.
All I got is my family..thats all I need. My sister,my mother, my father...I couldn't
...wouldn't ask for more besides my own very life. This isn't my story...its just how
everyone needs someone..something some prize possession to keep
there head up. I still have mine but these days...every ones lost theres.
Its like now theres no boundaries of self-confidence, its like someones
in the maniplitive thone controlling each invisiual...this isn't meant to be
I wanna fix life itself now...this cold war has got to end.
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